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Animals typically have several navigational strategies
available to them. Interactions between these strate-
gies can reduce navigational errors and may lead to
the emergence of new capacities.
Many animals can navigate by means of path
integration [1], in which an animal keeps a continuously
updated record of its current direction and distance
from some reference point as it moves away from that
place. Equipped with such knowledge of its current
location, the animal can reach other places of which it
knows the path integration coordinates (Figure 1, left),
with a precision that depends on the accuracy with
which it estimates its position through path integration.
It is often suggested that, within familiar terrain, the
inevitable errors associated with path integration may
be reduced through information supplied by landmarks.
Etienne et al. [2] have now reported the first behavioral
evidence for this hypothesis and show that hamsters
use visual landmarks to reset their path integrator.
Two different kinds of path integration system
should be distinguished when considering the possible
interaction of path integration with visual cues. A major
feature of the first, as hinted above, is that the animal’s
path integration reference point, for instance its nest,
is permanent and all path integration computations are
performed within this coordinate frame (Figure 1, left).
From this perspective, the resetting of an integrator
using visual landmarks implies that an animal is able to
link the landmarks or views associated with a particu-
lar place with its best estimate of the path integration
coordinates of that place. When visual cues tell the
animal that it has arrived at such a place, the linked
path integration coordinates can be recalled and used
to correct the animal’s currently estimated path inte-
gration position.
For visual resetting to effect any improvement, the
stored path integration coordinates of a visually defined
location should come from the average path integration
coordinates experienced there, and so would change
with the animal’s increasing experience of the terrain.
Given that errors in path integration increase with dis-
tance travelled, the estimate could be refined by
weighting contributions according to the shortness of
the path taken from the reference point to that location
(Figure 1, left). With this system, resetting might
enhance the performance of path integration, but path
integration is nonetheless an independent navigational
system that can work without reference to landmarks.
An interaction between path integration and visual
landmarks has broader significance, as it is one way in
which landmark memories could acquire metric
coordinates. If an animal has attached path integration
coordinates to an array of visually defined places, it
possesses, ipso facto, what is often called a ‘cognitive
map’. When displaced to some recognizable location,
the animal can retrieve the place’s path integration
coordinates and, through vector subtraction, compute
a direct path to any other goal for which path
integration coordinates are available (Figure 1, left) [3,4].
The second path integration system has no fixed ref-
erence point (Figure 1, right), but acts to update an
animal’s sense of position between locations where it
can obtain a fix, through either visual or non-visual
landmarks. In this case, the animal may store a network
of distance and direction vectors that connect different
locations [5]. Resetting an integrator on reaching one of
these locations then becomes an essential component
of the animal’s navigation. This situation could hold in
rodents. A rat’s position in an environment is encoded
in the firing of hippocampal place cells: particular place
cells fire according to the animal’s location relative to
fixed visual landmarks. Place cell activity depends
strongly on visual cues [6,7], but the cells also receive
non-visual information and continue to fire as rats move
in the dark [8,9]. Multi-modal convergence of informa-
tion streams onto place cells might account rather nat-
urally for an animal’s ability to combine path integration
and landmark information when assessing its current
position. This system could also act as a cognitive map
and allow animals to navigate between indirectly con-
nected nodes of the network (Figure 1, right). Rodents
could well possess both path integration systems.
It is hard to prove that an improvement in
performance from viewing visual landmarks comes
from the resetting of a path integrator, rather than
through some other mechanism. This difficulty makes
the experiments of Etienne et al. [2] necessarily
somewhat complex. Hamsters hoard food, taking it
back to their nest for storage, and Etienne et al. [2]
examined an animal’s ability to relocate its nest after
finding food. Over several days hamsters learnt the
location of their nest entrance relative to a rich array
of visual cues that were placed outside an empty
2.2 metre arena. The nest entrance itself was either a
doorway on the circumference of the arena or a hole
in the arena floor. During the period of acclimation, the
hamsters also became accustomed to taking seeds
back to their nest in the dark. The floor of the arena
was covered with sawdust that was raked to remove
odour trails that might have guided the hamsters.
In tests, the light was extinguished and the arena and
nest rotated through 135°. Hamsters were then guided
from their rotated nest along a route by moving a dimly
lit spoon laden with sunflower seeds in front of them to
a spot in the arena where the animals could collect the
seeds and return to the nest entrance. Some tests were
conducted entirely in the dark. The hamsters then
returned consistently to the rotated position of the nest.
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This behaviour suggests that without any visual cues
the hamsters navigate purely by path integration. In
other tests, hamsters were allowed a 12 second view of
their environment at some point before their return.
They then tended to return to the habitual nest site,
rather than to the rotated one, making use of the visual
cues to which they had been transiently exposed. Had
the hamsters’ path integrator really been reset during
the viewing period? Or had the visual cues just reset the
animal’s directional bearings? Or was the view used to
calculate a visually defined trajectory to the nest that
could be executed in the dark? The experiments had to
allow for the possibility that the hamster uses visual
cues in all these ways.
To exclude the possibility that the visual cues are just
used to organize a preset trajectory to the goal, the
animal is led in a new direction in the dark at the end of
its exposure to the visual cues, and only then allowed to
collect seeds and return home. Unless the path integration
system or the compass direction has been reset, the
animal will not move in the correct direction after a
period of translation in the dark. The hamsters coped
with this manipulation and continued to aim at the visu-
ally defined, non-rotated nest entrance at the circumfer-
ence of the arena (Figure 2). The view of the arena could
have reset either the compass or a path integrator. For
the situation with the doors at the edge of the arena, the
trajectory directions predicted by the two possibilities
were too similar to decide what was happening.
The second experiment, with nest holes in the floor
of the arena, was designed so that a reset integrator
and a reset compass predicted different directions. It
proved difficult for hamsters to find the nest hole in the
floor and, when tested in the dark, just two of the eight
trained animals succeeded in aiming at the rotated nest
from which they had emerged at the beginning of the
test. When these two animals were given a visual fix
and then allowed to home directly, they aimed at the
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Figure 2. Homing directions after a visual
fix.
Left column: experimental arrangement.
Right column: results. Top row: nest door
in wall of arena. Bottom row: nest hole in
floor. Hamsters are led on a short journey
in the dark after the visual fix (dotted line).
In both cases hamsters aim at the visually
defined nest location (open rectangle or
circle), rather than at the path integration
defined location (filled rectangle or circle).
The hamsters’ paths are shown by the
solid lines. Thus, path integration coordi-
nates are reset by the visual fix.
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Figure 1. Two path integration systems and their interactions with landmarks.
Left: path integration positions, in Cartesian coordinates, relative to the origin. Animals associate average path integration coordi-
nates experienced at a place, for example C, with their view of the world from C. Dotted paths indicate journeys of different lengths
to C. A direct path between A and B is specified by the difference between the path integration coordinates of A and B. Right: animals

























visually defined nest hole. On being led over a further
path segment in the dark after their visual fix, one
animal responded as expected and headed roughly at
the visually defined nest hole (Figure 2). The data from
this star animal suggest strongly that hamsters can
reset a path integrator when given a visual fix.
These experiments leave open which of the two path
integration systems in Figure 1 is modulated by visual
cues. An answer may have to wait until we know rather
more about the neural basis of path integration in
rodents. But it is worth comparing the hamster results
with similar experiments on desert ants. Ants have a
global path integration system with path integration co-
ordinates stored relative to the nest. Although ants use
visual landmarks, landmarks seem to act independently
of this path integration system and do not reset the
ant’s global path integrator [10,11]. It will be intriguing
to know whether mammals, like insects, have a global
path integration system and, if so, whether the
mammalian path integration system, with a mammal’s
larger and more versatile brain, has the benefit of being
resettable by visual cues.
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